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Listen to over 265 million tracks for free on .Radio Hits Radio Hits was the longest running listening radio station in the world at the time, now has increased to dozens of digital radio stations through radio platforms like iTunes and Spotify, and has also expanded to channel shows on CJR and Classic Rock. RTHQ is available everywhere with DAB+ as well as high-end digital. Rossiya is a music channel that has been
broadcasting since 1920. It is the first and only music TV channel in Russia. On the air of Rossiya there are concert performances by the most famous Russian and foreign musicians: opera singers and philharmonic groups, rock performers, jazz performers, DJs, spoken word musicians, as well as popular Russian pop singers. The main programs of "Russia": "Musical Ring", "Retro-Air", "Modern Classics", "Music and
Dance" and "Anthropology". Chief Producer of Russia - GO! Musicâ€� Sergey Arkhipov noted that the channel sees its listener immediately in the form of a program. And "Kids' Choice" will help the little viewer to form their own taste and imagine what music should be like. â€œThe task of the TV channel is to enable many people who are far from music to hear and learn about music,â€� said the representative of

Rossiya. - Now is the time when there is a worldwide music boom, and so many people are discovering completely new music. Therefore, the TV channel is a great way to acquaint the viewer with among all the variety of modern popular music.â€� "Radio Hits" as well as "Radio Channel" works on the basis of DAB technology. In almost all countries of Europe and in the USA, "Radio Colleges" follow this technology, but,
unlike "Russia", which broadcast Radio Clips. In Russia, the first official broadcast of Radio Hits took place on April 14, 2008 in Moscow. Grebnevo estate near Moscow Music on the frequency of the TV channel "Russia" in the near future can be performed on a TV in an apartment or office, as well as in
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